Towards precision medicine: Accurate predictive modeling of infectious complications in combat casualties.
The biomarker profile of trauma patients may allow for the creation of models to assist bedside decision making and prediction of complications. We sought to determine the utility of modeling in the prediction of bacteremia and pneumonia in combat casualties. This is a prospective, observational trial of patients with complex wounds treated at Walter Reed National Military Medical Center (2007-2012). Tissue, serum, and wound effluent samples were collected during operative interventions until wound closure. Clinical, biomarker, and outcome data were used in machine learning algorithms to develop models predicting bacteremia or pneumonia. Modeling was performed on the first operative washout to maximize predictive benefit. Variable selection of dataset variables was performed and the best-fitting Bayesian belief network (BBN), using Bayesian information criterion (BIC), was selected for predictive modeling. Random forest was performed using variables from BBN step. Model performance was evaluated using area under the receiver operating characteristic curve (AUC) analysis. Seventy-three patients (mean age 23, mean Injury Severity Score 25) were enrolled. Patients required a median of 3 (2-13) operations. The incidence of bacteremia and pneumonia was 22% and 12%, respectively. Best-fitting variable selected BBNs were maximum-minimum parents and children (MMPC) for both bacteremia (BIC-24948) and pneumonia (BIC-17886). Full variable and MMPC random forest models AUC were 0.721 and 0.834, respectively, for bacteremia and 0.809 and 0.856, respectively, for pneumonia. We identified a profile predictive of bacteremia and pneumonia in combat casualties. This has important clinical implications and should be validated in the civilian trauma population. This and similar tools will allow for increasing precision in the management of critically ill and injured patients. Prognostic, level III.